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1. LEAGUE COMPETITIONS 
 
 The rules of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club will apply except as follows: 
 
a. All games will commence with the ringing of the bell. 
 
b. All League Cup and Clachan Cup games will be ten ends or the bell whichever 

comes first. 
 
c. Within these league competitions substitutes are allowed: 
 

 1 or 2 substitutes  no penalty 
 3 substitutes   3 penalty shots 
 4 substitutes   4 penalty shots 

 
d. A substitute from the pool can play in any position up to and including that of 

the person for whom they are substituting. When, however, the substitute is 
already allocated and plays in another team in the League they can only 
substitute as lead or second irrespective of the position of the person for 
whom they are substituting. 

 
e. If a member of a team cannot present a substitute for their match, the team 

will be permitted to play with 3 members and the offending curler will be 
responsible for his or her ice dues. 3 penalty shots will be forfeited. 

 
f. If a member of a team is late, the game will start with the bell and the team will 

lose one shot for each ten minutes late up to three shots maximum. Penalty 
shots will be added to the score card when the player turns up after thirty 
minutes. 

 
g. No member will take part in any competition unless they are fully paid up 

members of the club by 31st October. 
 
h. Each player will be responsible for arranging his or her substitute and advising 

their skip accordingly. 
 
i. The League Competitions will be decided on the following basis: 
 

 Points   (2 points for a win, 1 for a peel) 
 Ends Won 
 Shots Up 
 Total Shots Scored 



 
2. KNOCKOUT COMPETITIONS AND PAIRS 
 
a. All knockout competitions will be ten ends or the bell whichever comes first. 
 
b. The Pairs Competition will be 5 ends of 3 stones each,or one hour or the bell 

whichever comes first. 
 
c. The Pairs Competition will be played in a round robin format. The winner will 

be decided as for bonspiel competitions. 
 
 
3. BONSPIELS 
 
a. All Bonspiel Competitions will be eight ends or the bell whichever comes first. 
 
b. A team may play with three players without penalty if they cannot get a 

substitute. 
 
c. Bonspiel Competitions will be decided on the following basis: 
 

 Ends Won 
 Shots Up 
 Shots Scored 
 Ends Up 
 Skips to draw one shot to the Head 

 
d. In the Christmas Challenge Competition the team will play in the order shown 

on the team sheet and will rotate the positions after each two ends to 
complete one full team rotation within the eight ends. The designated skip on 
the team sheet is responsible for the team and for throwing any deciding stone 
if required. 

 
4. ICE DUES 

 
When a player has agreed to play in a match, they become financially 
responsible for their ice dues for that game. Where they have been unable to 
attend or arrange a substitute, they will be due the ice fee to the club 
Treasurer. In the circumstance where the scheduled player has arranged a 
substitute, the substitute will be required to pay the full ice dues at the venue 
and the scheduled player will be due the substitute half the ice dues paid. 
 

5. UMPIRE 
 

In all games the decision of the Umpire will be final in the case of a dispute. 
 

 


